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Due to the development of next-generation sequencing and related tools, the feasibility of gene 6 mapping studies in wild populations has improved dramatically. However, phenotypic data collection 7 remains challenging and sample sizes are typically orders of magnitude smaller than are seen in 8 genome wide association studies (GWAS) of human populations, where hundreds of thousands of 9 people may be screened (Wood et al. ) . Consequently, the power to detect quantitative trait loci 10 (QTL) remains modest, unless the focal trait is segregating for genes of major effect. Worse still, small 11 sample sizes result in crude estimates of effect sizes; those that are mostly severely overestimated, will 12 be the ones most likely to reach statistical significance -the well- estimated effect sizes were frequently 5-10% of the overall trait variation. These would be regarded 60 as genes of reasonably large effect. The multi-marker (i.e. de-biased LASSO) approach usually 61 identified the same genomic regions. However, the effect sizes were typically much smaller -1% or 62 less of the phenotypic variation. The multimarker analyses could also measure the effect of each 63 linkage group on trait variation. Summing these effects across linkage groups provided estimates of 64 trait heritability; depending on the trait these ranged from ~0.10 -~0.45. Some linkage groups 65 contributed disproportionately to additive genetic variation, but not in a way that supported the 66 concerted model (which would have predicted that the same linkage group would contribute to 67 different traits). Overall, the data suggest that brain traits are moderately heritable in this cross, and 68 that the trait architecture is consistent with the mosaic model of brain evolution. One slight caveat is 69 that the experimental cross was derived from just a single pair of fish, and we are largely ignorant of 70 how much genetic variation is segregating within versus between marine and freshwater populations.
71
Other experimental designs may have yielded quite different conclusions. 72
73
How well does the multi-marker de-biased LASSO method perform? The simulations, which are 74 presented in the supplementary material, explored both an oligogenic and a polygenic scenario. 75 Unsurprisingly, the single-locus approach had a high false positive rate, and a lower power to detect 76 true positives than de-biased LASSO (although neither approach had high power when the simulated 77 QTL were small although benchmarking studies of some approaches do exist (Moser et al. 2015) . Perhaps, the most 95 heartening thing is that ecological genetic mapping studies such as the one by Li and colleagues, are 96 beginning to mature in a way that hypothesis-driven questions can be addressed without the reliance 97 on the detection and identification of specific QTL that may or may not true positives. 98 99 100
